COVID-19 Daily Update  
1 p.m., Sept. 2, 2020  

Current Situation Overview – Douglas County  
Total Cases: **1,473** (956 Inactive/Past Infectious Period)  
Current Active Cases: **517**  
Cases Added to Total: **53** (since Tuesday report)  
Added to Inactive: **23** (since Tuesday)  
Deaths: **8**  
Travel-Related Cases: **103**  
Local Transmission: **397**  
Contact of Positive Case: **522**  
Probable Case: **3**  
Transmission TBD: **448**

Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: **25,413** ([KDHE testing map](#))

Current LMH Health Inpatients Positive for COVID-19: **5**

- We have been actively working with KU and the KDHE to ensure all KU cases are included in our numbers for Douglas County. Local Health Officer Dr. Thomas Marcellino in this [video message](#) says the large number of new cases in the community illustrates the importance of complying with isolation and quarantine orders. “This is one of the most effective measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19,” he said.